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of course, is simply an exercise in algebraic topology, translating from one set of topological invariants to another, and it will be dealt with in paper III of this series. Which formula actually provides the "best answer" is partly a matter of taste. It depends on which invariants one is more familiar with, or can most easily compute.
One generalization of the index problem plays a minor role in our proof and is therefore included in this first paper. This concerns an elliptic operator which is invariant under a compact Lie group G. The index in this case is a character of G. The appropriate algebraic topology here is KG-theory3 (or equivariant K-theory), and our formula for the index is expressed in those terms. In a subsequent paper, II of this series,4 we shall show how this formula can be expressed in terms of the fixed-point sets of elements of G. The character formula obtained in this way is closely related to the generalized Lefschetz fixed-point formula of [4] , and is a special case of it when the fixedpoints are all isolated. As a particularly interesting special case of this character formula (for general fixed-point sets) one can derive the formula of Langlands [12] for the dimension of spaces of automorphic forms. This will be dealt with in a separate paper.5
Besides the topics referred to above, subsequent papers of this series will deal with (1) Families of elliptic operators, parametrized by a space X. In this case one can define an index in K(X).
(2) Real elliptic operators. For example, if D is a real skew-adjoint elliptic operator, dim Ker D (mod 2) is a deformation invariant. This can be interpreted as an index, and a general formula will be obtained which includes this as a special case.
(3) Manifolds with boundary. (4) Operators which are "elliptic relative to a group action"; i.e., their symbols are elliptic in the directions transversal to the orbits.
In order to keep this paper to a reasonable and readable size, we shall not attempt to develop ab initio all the relevant topology and analysis. Instead we shall summarize the relevant basic material. Thus ? 2 contains a review of K-and KG-theory, with special emphasis on those parts of the theory which will be needed. In ? 5 we review pseudo-differential operators, and in ? 6 we review the basic analytical properties of the index of elliptic operators. All of this is essentially standard material.
The main ideas of the proof are explained in a non-technical manner in ?1. In ? 3 we define the topological index using the basic facts about Ktheory explained in ? 2. Then in ? 4 we set up some axioms for "index functions" and prove a uniqueness theorem (4.6), so that any index function satisfying these axioms must coincide with the topological index of ? 3. The elementary properties of the analytical index given in ? 6 show that this is an index function. At this stage we can formulate our main theorem (6.7) which simply asserts that the analytical index is equal to the topological index. In view of the uniqueness theorem for index functions established in ? 4 it is enough to show that the analytical index satisfies the axioms. This is done in ? 8 and ? 9. In ? 7 there is a digression dealing with elliptic complexes, and we show how (6.7) implies a formula (7.1) for the Euler characteristic of an elliptic complex.
Many of the analytical ideas and devices which we use here are due to R. Seeley. He first introduced the "excision" property, and also carried through for us the technical treatment of operators on product manifolds. The final presentation of the analysis in ?? 5-9 owes a great deal to the help of L. Hormander with whom we have had many illuminating discussions. Finally we are glad to acknowledge our indebtedness to R. Palais whose Annals of Mathematics Study [14] gave such a thorough presentation of our first proof, and has been of considerable assistance to us in preparing the present paper.
Idea of proof
In this section, we shall try to give some intuitive ideas of the nature of the proof. In our more formal treatment in the remaining sections, we shall present things in a slightly different manner for technical reasons.
Let X be a submanifold of a manifold Y, both being compact. Denote by i: X -Y the inclusion. Let A be an elliptic operator on X. Then the main step in our proof is the construction (on the symbolic level) of an elliptic operator i!(A) on Y such that Once this has been done, we can take Y to be a sphere, and the general index problem is reduced to the case of operators on the sphere. For these the problem is easily solved. In fact we can go one step further. Thus, if i: X-)S is an embedding, and if j: P-a S denotes the inclusion of a point, we can show that there is an elliptic operator B on the point P so that j!(B) = i!(A) (up to a suitable equivalence preserving the index). Thus index A = index i!(A) = index j!(B) = index B, and the problem is reduced to a point, where of course it is trivial! The construction of i!(A) and the verification of (1.1) is thus the heart of the problem. Now in a tubular neighborhood U of X in Y, we may consider the "transversal de Rham complex" C; i.e., in each normal plane of X we consider the de Rham complex of that plane. The "tensor product" A 0& C can then be defined as an elliptic complex over U, at least on the symbolic level. It turns out that there is a natural trivialization of the symbol of C on the boundary of U, and this enables us to extend the symbol of A 0& C to the whole of Y. This is the definition of i!(A).
To compute the index of i!(A), we use an excision property,6 observed by Seeley [15] , which shows that index i!(A) = index k!(A) where k: X Z is the inclusion of X in "the double" of U. Thus Z is fibered over X by spheres. Moreover the symbol of ki(A) is the tensor product of the symbol of A on X and a symbol "elliptic along the fibres" which may be roughly described as "one-half" of the de Rham complex along the fibres. Now if Z were a product bundle X x S, we could use the multiplicative property of the index [14; Ch. XIV] and obtain (1.2) index ki(A) = index A -index j! (1) where j: Pa S is the inclusion of a point, and 1 is an operator of index 1 on P. This would reduce us to proving (1.1) with X = P, Y= S, which is fairly simple by direct computation (and can moreover be reduced, by the multiplicative property, to the cases dim S = 1, 2). In the general case when Z is not a product bundle, we have to generalize the multiplicative property of the index to deal with fibre bundles.7 One does not always obtain a formula as simple as (1.2), but one does obtain this formula when the "operator along the fibres" is rigid in a certain sense. Fortunately the de Rham complex is rigid in this sense, and so (1.2) holds and the proof is then complete. This rigidity of the de Rham complex comes (in one point of view) from the fact that its cohomology groups are the cohomology groups of the underlying space and so have an integral basis. The space of solutions of a general elliptic operator does not normally have such a discrete structure, and it can therefore "vary" in a continuous fashion. It is perhaps worth making a remark about the construction of the operator it(A). The trivialization of the de Rham complex used in extending the symbol of AOC from U to the whole of Y corresponds to the existence of a natural boundary-value problem. 8 The use of such a boundary-value problem in U may be more conceptual but, on the other hand, boundary questions involve more delicate considerations both analytical and topological. For this reason, we have kept away from boundary-value problems for the present. Finally, it may be worth pointing out that the proof given in this paper could be technically simplified in a number of ways if one only wants the index theorem of [6] , particularly if one is content to compute the index of differential operators only. However, since our aim is to present a proof which will generalize in various directions, we have not attempted to make these simplifications. The ideas in any case are the same.
Review of K-theory
A general reference for the results summarized here is [1] . The basic periodicity theorem is also in [3], while more detailed facts about KG can be found in [16] . It should be emphasized that the only9 non-trivial result which is involved in all this is the periodicity theorem.' Let X be a compact space. The isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles over X form an abelian semi-group under E, and the associated abelian group is denoted by K(X). If E is a vector bundle over X, the corresponding element of K(X) is denoted by [E] . K(X) is a commutative ring under ?. A continuous map f: X ) Y induces a natural ring homomorphism f *: K(Y) K(X) which depends only on the homotopy class of f. K(Point) is naturally isomorphic to the ring Z of integers. If X is a space with a given base point P, then K(X) is defined as the kernel of the homomorphism
induced by the inclusion Pa X. We have, moreover, a natural decomposition
If Y is a closed subspace of X, we denote by X/ Y the space with base point obtained by collapsing Y to a point (if Y = 0 we take X/0 = X + P disjoint sum). We define 8 See [5] for the relation of boundary conditions to the trivialization of an elliptic symbol.
9 In KG-theory we also need the basic (Peter-Weyl) theorem about representations of G.
10 Further comments on the periodicity theorem and the proofs in [1] and [3] will be made later in this section.
If X is a locally compact space we define K(X) = K(X+) where X+ is the one-point compactification of X: it will be a contravariant functor of X for proper maps, because only these extend to X+. This is "K-theory with compact supports" and there is an alternative way to describe it which is very convenient. We take, as basic objects, complexes of vector bundles over X, that is sequences 0 a
of vector bundles Ei and homomorphisms a with a2 = 0. The support of such a complex is the set of points x E X for which is not exact. We consider only complexes with compact support. Two such complexes E, F are said to be homotopic if there is a complex G over X x I (with I the unit interval) such that G I X x {O} _ E and G I X x {1} -F. The homotopy classes of complexes over X, we denote by C(X). This is an abelian semi-group under &E, and it contains a subsemigroup C(X) represented by complexes with empty support. As a second definition of K(X) we can then take the quotient C(X)/C(X); although apparently only a semi-group, it turns out to be a group. The proof that our two definitions of K(X) agree can be found in" [16] ; in fact, we shall only use non-compact spaces in a very mild way (e.g. the total space of a vector bundle over a compact base) and the reader should have little difficulty in eliminating them entirely from the presentation. The formalism is, however, much simpler and more conceptual in the locally compact theory.
If E is a complex of vector bundles with compact support as above, we denote by [E] its class in K(X). If X is actually compact, then we have
Two complexes E and F which involve the same bundles, and whose homomorphisms aE and aF coincide outside a compact set, are homotopic, and so 
The proof of this is quite elementary (cf. [16] ).
If we work only with complexes of fixed length n > 1, then it is still true that K(X) can be defined as Cn(X)/Cn(X).
The advantage of using complexes of arbitrary finite length lies in the multiplicative structure. Thus if E is a complex on X, F a complex on Y, then E X F (the external tensor product) is a complex on X x Y, and it has compact support if E and F have compact support. This induces a product E' X F' --0 where 9 = a Zl 1 + 1 Z, =1 Z,8 + ac Z 1. Now, using metrics in the bundles, we can exhibit a complex of length one representing the same class in K(X x Y) as the complex E Z F, namely the complex
and a*, ,8* denote the adjoints of a, ,8 with respect to the metrics (for the proof that this is equivalent to E Z F see [1; 2.6.10]). This particular representative for the product of two complexes will be needed later in ? 9. For the application to elliptic operators, we shall be particularly concerned with the groups K( V) where V is a real vector bundle over a space'2 X. If W is another such bundle then composing the product
with the map K(V x W) -K(V E W), induced by the diagonal inclusion X -X x X, we obtain a product
In particular, taking W = X, we see that K(V) is a K(X)-module. Let Ei, Ei+' be complex vector bundles over X, and let r*Ei denote the induced bundle over V; the fibre (w*Ei), may then be identified with E(V,).
A homomorphism a: w*Ei -w*Ei+l is called (positively) homogeneous of degree m if a,, =Xma e Hom (Ei,(v) , Eji(+)) I for all v e V and all real positive scalars X. Note that, if we fix a metric in V, and let S(V) be the unit sphere bundle of V, then such a homogeneous a is determined by its restriction to S(V). If all the homomorphisms a of the complex E over V are homogeneous of degree m, we say that E is homogeneous of degree m. If X is compact and if, outside the zero-section of V, E is exact, then it has compact support and so defines an element of K(V). It is easy to show that K(V) can in fact be defined using only homogeneous complexes (of fixed degree). More precisely let mC(V) denote the semigroup of (compactly supported) homogeneous complexes of degree m modulo homogenous (compactly supported) homotopies, and let mCQ( V) c m3( V) denote those elements represented by complexes whose restriction to the unit sphere S(V) is induced by a complex on X, so that
This is proved as follows. Given a complex E on V with compact support L, choose a ball bundle B0(V) of radius p containing L. The class [E] depends only on the restriction of E to B,(V). Since X is a deformation retract of B,(V), it follows that, over B,(V), E* -*Fi, where Fi is the restriction of Ei to the zero section. Moreover this isomorphism is unique up to homotopy if we choose vi to be the identity on the zero-section. Putting on the boundary S,(V) of B,(V), and extending it to V as a homogeneous function of degree m, we obtain a homogeneous complex E'. Associating E' to E then defines a homomorphism C(V) -mC(V), and this induces the required isomorphism C( V)/C,( V) -Cm( V)/mCV( V).
Again we can restrict ourselves to complexes of length one so that we can write
The degree m above plays, of course, a quite harmless role. Multiplication by II v l '8--will map mC(V) -8C(V) isomorphically. Thus it would be natural to consider only the case m = 0. However this is inconvenient for the explicit description of products. If E, F are compactly supported homogeneous complexes of degree m over vector bundles V, W respectively, then E Z F over V x W is again compactly supported (i.e., exact outside the zero-section) provided m > 0; if m < 0, there will be discontinuities in the homomorphisms of V X W at points (v, 0) and points (0, w). This fact will be of considerable analytical significance in ? 9.
On the other hand, we cannot settle for r > 0 because in one situation we definitely must take r = 0. This occurs when X (the base of V) is noncompact. A homogeneous complex over V, as above, cannot now have compact support unless r = 0; when r = 0, it has compact support provided it is exact outside the zero-section of V and in addition, outside some compact set in X, the homomorphisms a are constant on the fibres of V. Actually, for noncompact X, we shall only explicitly need the following fact. Every element a E K(V) can be represented by a compactly supported homogeneous complex of degree zero
with El and El trivial outside a compact set in X. This is proved much as before. Since K(V) = k(V+), we can represent a by a complex extend it to all of V I F so as to be homogeneous of degree zero and extend it outside Yin the obvious way (using the fact that the Ei are trivial there, and that a is isomorphic to the identity). We now have a representative for a e K(V) of the required type.
Remark. If the base X is a smooth manifold, then the isomorphism classes of continuous and smooth vector bundles over X coincide (by standard approximation arguments). Similarly, if V is also smooth, we get the same group K(V) if we take only smooth bundles over V in the above definitions by complexes.
Suppose now that V is a complex vector bundle over X, and assume first that X is compact. Then the exterior algebra A* ( V) defines in a natural way a complex of vector bundles over V, exact outside the zero-section (and homogeneous of degree 1). We shall call this the exterior complex of V, and denote it by A(V). The class of A(V) gives an element of K(V) which we denote by xv. Since K(V) is a K(X)-module, multiplication by xv induces a homomorphism
We call this the Thom homomorphism. Note that if i: X V denotes the zero-section, then by (2.1) we obtain (2.5) i*9(x) = {I (-1)xi( V)}x for x E K(X) .
For locally compact X, the exterior complex A(V) does not have compact support. However for any complex E on X with compact support, the product A( V) 0 E has compact support, and
Since for vector spaces V, W, we have a natural isomorphism of algebras
it follows that, for vector bundles, V, W, over a compact space X, we have the multiplicative formula (2.6)
Xv XW Xv-eW .
Here we use the product (2.3). The formula (2.6) implies that the Thom homomorphism
coincides with the composition of the two Thom homomorphisms
the latter being obtained by regarding V D W as a bundle over V. The fundamental result of K-theory, the Bott periodicity theorem,"3 asserts that p is an isomorphism. Note in particular the special case X = point; V= C". Then we have an isomorphism
Thus K(Cn) _ Z and is generated by Xn = Xcn. The multiplicative property of X shows that Xn, = (X,)".
There is a fairly straightforward generalization of K-theory to the category of G-spaces where G is a compact Lie group. Thus let X be a compact G-space, i.e., a compact space with a given action of G on X. By a G-vector bundle over X, we mean a G-space E which is also a vector bundle over X, the projection E-d X being compatible with the group action, and such that for each g E G the map EzEg(X) defined by g is linear. Note that if X = Point, then a G-vector bundle over X is just a complex representation space of G.
Starting from G-vector bundles over a G-space X we form a ring KG(X) just as in the case where there is no group. All the elementary part of Ktheory goes over without essential change to KG (see [16] ). The Bott periodicity theorem in the general case presents some new features, and not all proofs generalize automatically to KG-theory. Thus the proof given in [1] applies only when the vector bundle V decomposes into a sum of line-bundles. This decomposable case would be adequate for our purposes because we shall explicitly need only the case when X is a point and G is an abelian group. However this is a rather artificial restriction and, in [3], a more fundamental proof of the periodicity theorem is given which applies directly to KG. Since the proof in [3] uses indices of certain classical elliptic operators (on the sphere and projective space) it might appear that we were involved in a vicious circle. However this is not the case; the main theorem (6.7) of this paper is not used in [3] . In a sense, Theorem (6.7) expresses the index of a general elliptic operator in terms of the index of certain classical operators and, for these, one has explicit methods of computation which yield ultimately the concrete formulas in papers II and III of this series.
We shall in fact only use the special case of the Bott periodicity when X is a point, and so we state this explicitly: given by 9(x) = x-xv, is an isomorphism.
Note that KG (point) is the character or representation ring R(G), and so is determined by its restriction to all abelian subgroups. It is for this reason that we could restrict ourselves to abelian groups and hence use only the periodicity theorem as proved in [1] . If G acts freely on X so that X X/G is a principal fibre bundle, then we have a natural isomorphism
More generally if G x H acts on X with H acting freely, then KGXH(X) -KG(X/H) .
In addition to the results reviewed so far, we shall need a small technical lemma which is not given explicitly in the literature, and which we shall therefore prove here.
Suppose W is a real G-module, V = W OR C its complexification. Then the map A: V-V given by complex conjugation is a G-map. We want to investigate the induced homomorphism
By (2.7) KG(V) is a free R(G)-module generated by the element Xv, so it is sufficient to compute h*u,. This can be done quite easily in general, but for our purposes the two cases given in following lemma will suffice.
LEMMA (2.8). Let A: V-*V be complex conjugation, where V = WQ)R C is the complexification of the real G-module W. Then if r** is the induced homomorphism of KG( V) we have
PROOF. Case (2) follows from the fact that 2 is G-homotopic to the identity. We define
where gt E G = SO(2) is rotation through 2rt. In case (1) In view of (2.7), this completes the proof. which we wanted to construct. It is easy to check that it is independent of the metric used in the construction and of the choice of tubular neighborhood. The fact that it is functorial (i.e., that if X -Y 2 Z are inclusions,
is a consequence of the transitivity of the Thom homomorphism (see ? 2). Formula (2.5) implies the following
where i*: KG(TY)-)KG(TX) is the restriction homomorphism, and KO(TX) is regarded as a KG(X)-module in the usual way.
Using the homomorphisms i, just constructed we shall now proceed to define a homomorphism This homomorphism will be called the topological index and will be written as t-ind.
Thus let X be a compact differentiable G-manifold, and let i: X E be a differentiable G-embedding of X in a real representation space E of G. The existence of such embeddings is essentially a consequence of the Peter-Weyl theorem (for a proof see [13] ). Let j: Pa-E denote the inclusion of the origin P in E. Then we have homomorphisms
But j! is just the Thom homomorphism for the vector space EORC (regarded as G-bundle over the point P) and hence, by (2.7), it is an isomorphism. Thus we may define
To see that this is independent of the choice of the embedding i: X E, let i': X E' be another embedding and consider the diagonal embedding
It will be sufficient to show that i and k give the same answer for t-ind (the same will then be true for i' and k). Now we have a G-homotopy of embed-
and t-ind depends only on the G-homotopy class. Thus it will be enough to compare the embedding i: X o E with k,: X-E E) E'. If N is the normal bundle of i(X), then the normal bundle of k,(X) is N D E' A similar result holds, rather trivially with X replaced by the origin P. The transitivity of the Thom homomorphism then gives rise to the commutative diagram where r is the Thom homomorphism for E' OR C (as G-bundle over TE), and j, 1 denote the inclusions P-.E, P-+EEDE'. By (2.7), j! and 1! are isomorphisms, and so therefore is A. It now follows from the diagram that the two ways from K0(TX) down to R(G) coincide, i.e., formally I-1(k ) = l jiI-'*t = ji, Thus i and k. yield the same value of t-ind. We have then established that t-ind is independent of the choice of the embedding X-,E used in its definition. An important element Px E K(TX) on any compact manifold X is the class Px of the "de Rham symbol." This is defined as follows. 15 We consider the exterior algebra A*(T) of the tangent bundle T = TX. Lifted to T this gives a complex of real vector bundles, exact outside the zero section. The complexification of this thus defines an element Px E K(TX). If X is a G-manifold, A*(T) is acted on naturally by G and so Px E KG(TX).
Remark. The element Px is closely related to (but not to be confused with) the elements X, of ? 2. Their relation is as follows. If Tc = T 0R C, the element
XTC EKG(T X)
If i: TX TcX is the inclusion, then
If we take X = S' = R ' U cC,, G = 0(n), then, in particular, we get an element p,. e Kol(TSn). This element will play a fundamental role in our proof. Actually a more fundamental object is the element j!(1) e KO(n)(TR7) where i: P -Rn is the inclusion of the origin, but, as the following lemma shows, this element is in some sense just "half" of px.
LEMMA (3.2). Let j?: P?-Sn, j-: PSn be the inclusions of the origin and the point at infinity, and let 0: TS-TS" be multiplication (of tangent vectors) by -1. Then we have psn -j0(1) + 6*j- (1) Since hx(x) = -x, (i) implies that (ii) and (iii) agree over Sn-', and thus define a complex of vector bundles over TSn as asserted. Now observe the following facts about the complex A, (a) for all s, it is exact outside the zero section of TSn; (b) for s = 0, it is the original complex wr*A*Tc; (c) for s = 1, it is exact outside PO and POO. By (a) and (b), the element Psn e KO(,)(TSn) is equally well defined by A., for any value of s. By (c), the complex Al defines an element a = a' + an in Ko(n)(T(Sn -Sn-1)) = KO(n,(TO) E KO(n, (T") where To = T(BO -Sn-1), TV = T(BOO-Sn-'). From their definitions6 we see that ao = k? (1) a-= 6*k, (1) where k': Po-? Bo -Sn-1, ki: PBo. -Sn-S are the inclusions. Applying the natural homomorphism
a becomes Sn, k'(1), and k'(1) become j?(1), jr(1) respectively, and so we obtain
as required.
Axioms for the index
In the preceding section we constructed an R(G)-homomorphism t-ind: KG(TX) > R(G) .
In this section we shall give axioms which will uniquely characterize this homomorphism. In the analytical part of the paper we shall then introduce the analytical index and show that it verifies the axioms. We suppose now that, for every compact differentiable G-manifold X, we are given an R(G)-homomorphism indx: KG(TX)
, R(G). commutes. Such a functorial homomorphism, we will refer to briefly as an index function. We introduce the following two axioms for index functions.
(Al) If X is a point, ind is the identity of R(G).
(A2) ind commutes with the homomorphism it of ? 3. The meaning of (Al) is clear; when X is a point, TX = X, and KG(TX) is naturally isomorphic to R(G). In (A2) we mean that, for any inclusion i: X Y with X, Y compact G-manifolds, the diagram
commutes.
The topological index t-ind satisfies (Al) and (A2). The first is trivial, and the second follows from the transitivity of it.
The following is then a rather trivial consequence of ? 3:
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let ind be an index function satisfying (Al) and (A2). Then we have ind = t-ind. PROOF. Given X we take an embedding i: X E where E is a real Gmodule. Let E+ be the one-point compactification of E. Since we can assume G acts orthogonally on E, it is clear that G acts differentiably on the sphere E+; i.e., E+ is a G-manifold. Now let i+: X-)E+ be the embedding given by i. Similarly if P is the origin of E, we have j: P E, j+: Pa-E+. Consider the following diagram
The top two triangles commute because of the way i! and j! are defined. The bottom two triangles commute by (A2). By (Al), indg is the identity. Now j! is an isomorphism, and t-ind: KG(TX) R(G) is defined by t-ind = j-'it. The diagram then shows that it coincides with indX. Axiom (A2) is not easy to verify, and our next aim is to show that it follows from a number of other more elementary axioms. First we describe an excision axiom.
(Bi) Let U be a (non-compact) G-manifold,
two open G-embeddings into compact G-manifolds X, X'. Then the following diagram commutes
When (Bi) is satisfied, we can define
as the composition ind o j*, and it is independent of the choice of j: Up X provided that one such X exists'7. In particular if E is a real G-module then
is defined. Our next axiom is, like (Al), a normalization axiom"8.
(B2) Let j!: R(O(n))-)Ko(n)(TR1) be induced by the inclusion j: P-~Rn, where P is the origin. Then ind j!(1) = 1.
Actually we shall also want to consider a weaker axiom, involving only the abelian groups 0(1) and SO(2).
(B2') ind j!(l) = 1 where j! is either
Finally we want to introduce a multiplicative axiom. This is the most significant one, and it requires some care in setting up. The simplest kind of multiplicative axiom would be concerned with product manifolds X x Y, but this is not enough. We need to consider not just products but fibre bundles.
Suppose then that Pa) X is a compact differentiable principal fibre bundle with group H (a compact Lie group). Thus H acts freely on P, on the right, and X = P/H. If F is a compact differentiable H-manifold (H acting on the left), we can form the associated fibre bundle Y over X, given by Y = P x , F;
i.e., Y is the quotient of P x F by the action of H: h(p, f (ph-', hf ). Since H acts on F, it also acts on TF, and P x H TF is then a vector bundle over Y. This is usually called the tangent bundle along the fibres, and denoted by T(Y/X); it is a sub-bundle of TY and (using a metric), we have a decomposition TY= T(Y/X)Dr*TX where w: Ye X is the projection. Thus we have a multiplication
On the other hand, we have homomorphisms
Combining these we thus obtain a mutiplication
Suppose now that a second compact Lie group G acts on all the preceding situation. Thus we assume that G acts (on the left) on P and F commuting with the action of H and so inducing an action on X = P/H and Y = P x . On the other hand, if V is any complex G x H-module, P X H V is a G-vector bundle over X. This extends to an R(G)-homomorphism where a E KG(TX), b E KGXH(TF) the product ab is taken as in (4.2) and ftp is the homomorphism of (4.3). Suppose, in particular, that indG7XH(b) lies in the subring R(G) of R(G x H). Then, since ,p and indx are both R(G)-homomorphisms, (B3) simplifies to ind ab = ind a*ind b e R(G) .
It is only this special case of (B3) which we shall need, and so we state this as Remark. Taking F= point, H= 1, we see that (B3') implies (Al) unless ind -= 0; but, of course, this is a trivial formal observation.
Axioms (B3) and (B3') are for fibre bundles with group H. In particular therefore they apply to products, taking H = 1. Thus (B3') implies (B3") If X, F are G-manifolds and a e KG(TX), b e KG(TF), then
It is of course possible to reformulate (B3") in terms of "external products"
for different groups G. Thus, if Xi is a Gi-manifold and ai E KGi(TXi), we can form the product ala, E KG(TX) where X = X, x X2, G = G, x G2. Then applying (B3") with X1 = X, X2 = F we see that indx ala2 = indx1i a, * ind2a2, where the latter product is given by:
Our aim now will be to show that Axioms (Bi), (B2') and (B3') imply (A2). If all ni 1 or 2 and Gi 0(1) or SO(2), then (B2') asserts that ind ai = 1. Hence by (B3') ind II ai II ind ai 1 E R(fl Gj). Now, since i! is multiplicative, it follows that II ai is the restriction of a = j!(1) E Ko(nf(TRn)
Thus ind a E R(O(n)) gives 1 when restricted to any subgroup II Gi of 0(n) (with Gi = 0(1) or SO(2)). But these subgroups contain all cyclic subgroups of 0(n), and so are sufficient to determine a character of 0(n). Hence ind a=1 E R(O(n)), establishing (B2). Remark. The verification (for the analytical index) of (B2) is not in fact much more difficult than (B2'), but it seems relevant to observe (as we have done in (4.4)) that (B2') is sufficient.
We can now prove PROPOSITION (4.5). Axioms (Bi), (B2) and (B3') imply (A2).
If we have an index function satisfying (Bi), then as observed above (B3') or (B3") implies a corresponding result for open sets in compact manifolds. Thus (B3') continues to hold when F is an open set (stable under G x H) of some G x H-compact manifold F, the space Y= P x HF is then an open set of the compact manifold P x HF. In particular, we can take F = Rn, P= (Rn)+ = S n H = 0(n), b = j!(1) wherej: Ah Rn is the inclusion of the origin A. Then P is a principal 0(n)-bundle over the compact manifold X, and G acts on P, commuting with 0(n). We make G act trivially on Rn. The space Y= Px O(n) Rn is then the associated real vector bundle over X-it is a G-bundle. The homomorphism
given by a v-4 ab is just the homomorphism i, induced by the zero-section inclusion i: X Y. If ind satisfies (B2), then
and if we regard G as acting trivially on R", the same formula holds with G x 0(n) instead of 0(n) (using the functoriality of ind for the projection homomorphism G x 0(n) -0(n)). Now applying (B3'), we obtain THEOREM (4.6). Let ind be an index function satisfying (Al), (Bi), (B2') and (B3'). Then ind = t-ind.
Remark. It will be noticed that (B3) has not been used-only (B3'). It will actually turn out in ? 9 that the stronger axiom (B3) holds for the analytical index. Axiom (B2') can be replaced by another which is, in practice, more convenient to check.'9 Let us recall (cf. ? 3) that, for any compact G-manifold X, we have the "de Rham symbol class" Px E KG(TX). We then introduce the following variant of (B2'):
(B2"). (iii) ind j!(1) = 1 E Z, where j: Pa S' is the inclusion of the origin. Remark. The elements occurring here all belong to K0(,)(n = 1 or 2), but in (i) and (iii) we choose to restrict to the smaller groups SO(n).
We shall now show that (B2'), can be replaced by (B2").
LEMMA (4.7). Let ind be an index function satisfying (B2").
Then it also satisfies (B2'). Parts (i) and (ii) of (B2") then give
19 Verifying (B2') for the analytical index involves computing the index of a certain operator in euclidean space (see a forthcoming paper by Atiyah and Hormander). In some ways this is more direct and natural than verifying (B2"), on the sphere. However, it involves more explicit analysis which we avoid by the topological deformations implied in (4.7). Thus ind j!(l) = 1 both for SO(2) and for 0(1). This is precisely Axiom (B2'), bearing in mind that ind on K(TRn) is defined via the compactification Rn o S" (cf. footnote18).
To conclude this section, we might point out that the topological index of ? 3 clearly satisfies axioms (Al), (A2), and also (B2). It is not quite so obvious that it satisfies (Bi) and (B3) but, with a little work, these can be established directly. On the other hand, once we have shown that the analytical index (to be introduced in ? 6) satisfies (Bi), (B2), and (B3), the uniqueness theorem (4.6) will imply that t-ind = a-ind, and so t-ind will also satisfy these axioms.
Pseudo-differential operators
In this section, we shall review the basic analytical facts concerning pseudo-differential operators. Their application to the index of elliptic operators will be treated in ? 6. For proofs of the results stated here, we refer to Kohn-Nirenberg [11] , Seeley [15] , Hirmander [9] [10], and Palais [14] . We shall however attempt to present the material so that only standard results are given without proof.
The term "pseudo-differential" is applied, in different places, to slightly different classes of operators. For our purposes any one of these classes would be equally good. In fact, we shall eventually form a closure of this class and, by that stage, any differences would disappear. Perhaps the largest and most natural class is that given in H6rmander [10], and we begin therefore by recalling his definition.0 20 Actually [10] is concerned primarily with classes L' , and we only use the case p = 1, a = 0. The other values of p, a are used in [10] to treat certain classes of hypoelliptic operators. For these the index problem can be solved by reducing it to the standard elliptic case discussed here. This is proved in a forthcoming paper of Atiyah and Hormander. Consider first an open set U of Rn, and let x = (x1, * * *, xn) be the standard coordinates. For any integer m, we denote by Sm(U) the set of all smooth functions p(x, i) on U x Rn such that, for every compact K c U, and all multiindices a, ,f, we have Here & denotes the smooth functions on U, 9D those with compact support, and u' is the Fourier transform of u. If p is a polynomial in e of degree m with smooth coefficients, then p E S",(U), and P is the differential operator associated to it in the usual way. For this reason, when we want to show the dependence of P on p, in the general case, we write
where D stands formally for the vector with components -(alaxj).
A pseudo-differential operator is one which is locally of the above type.
Precisely, we denote by Lm(U) the set of all mappings P: @D(U) -)(U) such that, for all f e @(U), there exists some pf e Sn(U) with P(fu) = pf(X, D)u for all u E 9( U). An equivalent definition [10; ? 2] is that P is continuous, and that the commutator
belongs to Sm(U) for all f e 9D(U). In this paper we shall introduce a sub-class anm c Lm consisting of operators P for which all the functions pf(X, $) above lie in a certain subspace SJN(U x Rn) of Sm(U x Rn). A function p e SJ" if, for e + 0, the limit a(p)(x, I) = limpo p(x, Xa) exists. Then v(p) is a Co function on U x (Rn -0), and it is homogeneous of degree m in $. For an operator p e im), we define the symbol v(P) by
where f is any function equal to 1 near x. It does not depend on the choice of f. The symbol is a Co function of (x, :) outside d = 0, and it is homogeneous of degree m. It follows from results of [10] that Lm and fiPm are invariant under diffeomorphisms of U, and hence corresponding classes of operators can be defined globally for smooth vector bundles over smooth (paracompact) manifolds (for the details of this, see [10] or [4] ). If E and F are smooth vector bundles over a smooth manifold X, we shall denote by IPm(X; E, F) the space of pseudo-differential operators' P: 9)(X; E) > 6(X; F) of type 9jpm. Locally, with respect to a coordinate patch on X and bases in E, F, such an operator P is given by a matrix pij(x, D) of operators in euclidean space as above.
The symbol v(P) of iPm(X; E, F) is globally well-defined as a smooth homomorphism u(P): AR*E 7C*F of vector bundles on the cotangent space TX (with the zero-section removed). Here w denotes the projection w: TX X. On each fibre of TX, u(P) is (positively) homogeneous of degree m. We denote by Symbm(X; E, F) the space of all homomorphisms AMEN O*F which are defined and smooth outside the zero-section and, on each fibre of TX, are homogeneous of degree m. If we choose the unit sphere bundle S(X) of TX defined by some smooth riemannian metric, we can clearly identify Symbm(X; E, F) with the space of smooth homomorphisms wj*E k 7rwF where w8: S(X) X is the projection.
We recall briefly a few important properties of pseudo-differential operators. First of all they compose well; that is,
If X is a compact manifold then the function f may be omitted. Secondly they transpose well; that is, P e 5m(X; E, F) PIt e Pm(X; F', E'),
where E' = Hom (E, &2) (&2 denoting the volume bundle of X as in [4; ? 5]),
and Pt is the transpose of P (so that the distributional extension of Pt coincides with the dual of P). Moreover u(Pt) = a(P)' where a v-a' is the map of symbols induced by the isomorphism Hom (E, F) Hom (F', E') of bundles. If we choose a smooth hermitian metric for E, and a smooth positive measure on X, we get an anti-linear isomorphism E m E'. If we also have a metric for F, then the transpose PI e 91P(X; F', E') can be replaced by the "formal adjoint" P* e c9m(X; F, E). For the symbols, we then have q(P*) = v(P)*.
We come now to the Sobolev spaces. If E is a smooth vector bundle over a smooth manifold X, and if s is any non-negative integer", we denote by HSoc(X; E) the space of those distributional sections u of E for which Du E L1C for all differential operators The space Hsoc-(X; E) has a natural topology given by a countable23 set of semi-norms. It is a Frechet space. We also consider H.m,(X; E) c Hsl00(X; E) consisting of sections with compact support. It has its own natural topology as a direct limit (over compact K c X) of Hilbert spaces (this is not of course the induced topology from HS10c). We define H10;0(X; E) as the dual of H;0m (X; E'), and HconmP(X; E) as the dual of HP10c(X; E') where E' Hom (E, fl) as above.
If X is compact, then HScmP = HS10C, and we write it simply as H, An explicit Hilbert space norm for H8 can be defined in terms of a hermitian metric and connection for E, and a smooth positive measure on X as follows. 22 These spaces are also defined for real s [8] but the integer case is enough for our purposes. The invariance properties for integral s are then rather trivial. 23 All our manifolds are assumed paracompact so that we can take a countable set of coordinate patches.
For s < 0, we take the dual norm. Note that, if a compact group G acts differentiably on X and E, then an invariant measure on X, and an invariant connection will lead to Hilbert space norms on H8(X; E) invariant by G.
Pseudo-differential operators behave well with respect to the H8-spaces, namely we have Let Opsm = Op'm(X; E, F) denote the space of all continuous linear maps H;0m (X; E) H10c m(X; F) with the topology of bounded convergence. Then Pa-P. defines a map Amy Opsn whose image we denote by 91s. If X is compact, Opsm is a Banach space (with norm denoted by i) and the closure 9"m has a rather simple structure as described in the following result. which is surjective, and has the compact operators H8 H8__ as kernel.
Remark. We recall that Symbm (X; E, F) is isomorphic (by restriction to the unit sphere bundle S(X) in TX) to the space of smooth homomorphisms * E--*wF where ws: S(X)-X is the projection. The closure Symbm (X; E, F) can thus be identified with the space of continuous homomorphisms ws*E -w*F.
To obtain C-results from the H8-spaces, it is convenient to consider all s simultaneously. For this purpose, we introduce (for any X, not necessarily compact) the space Opm(X; E, F) of all linear operators ?P(X; E) -)'(X; F) which extend by continuity to operators in Op-(X; E, F) for all s. Now the Sobolev lemma implies that 9P(X; E)= nf. Hc~mP(X; E), Y (X; F) n-f HS1OC(X; F) (with the inverse limit topology), and so an operator in Opm actually maps The most important reason for introducing the closure 9gm lies in the behavior of pseudo-differential operators for products of manifolds as we shall now explain. Thus let E, F be smooth vector bundles over X, and G a smooth vector bundle over Y. If P is a continuous linear map 9)(X; E) 6(X; F), we denote by P the "lifted operator" from ii (X This is essentially property (S6) of [14; Ch. XI], but we shall recall the proof which is quite elementary.
9D(X; E) &(X; F) (continuously
Since !prn is a local class of operators, it will be sufficient to deal with the case when X = U c R7 and Y = V c Rq are domains in euclidean space, and all bundles are trivial of dimension one. Moreover by the continuity of (5.3) it will be sufficient to prove that
Again, since !4pm is a local class, it will be sufficient to show that, for all A, q1r E @(U) and (p, *1 e @?(V), Q = p1PiP* E gm(U x V). To do this we shall construct a family Rt E 90( U x V), defined for t > 0, and such that
First of all we choose a family of functions ut(i, a), defined for t > 0, taking values in the unit interval and such that (a) qt is homogeneous of degree zero and Co outside the origin, Finally we define Ra to be convolution by the inverse Fourier transform of at so that R Du(x, {) = (2x, n-)pt(:, )) -1)ei<x 0+i<8(>did Then the operator Qt = Q o R+ is given by the integral formula
The properties of the function pt show that p?,pt E S-m(U x V x R n+q) SO that Qt E 9)-(U X V). Now, as remarked in [1l] , the H., estimates for pseudo- and, as to 0, this converges to p19j(P)**1. Since the symbol is also a local object, this implies that a(P) = v(P) as required.
The final property of pseudo-differential operators we need concerns the situation of a group action. Thus let X be a compact manifold, and G a compact Lie group acting smoothly on X and on vector bundles E, F over X. Then G acts on the space Pm(X; E, F) (because of the invariance of OJ~m under diffeomorphism). If g e G and Pe jPm, we denote the action simply by g(P). Note that, if u is a section of E, and u gu denotes the action of G on sections, then g(P)u = gPg-hu.
Then we shall need the following continuity property.24 (5.5) For fixed Pe 0Pm(X; E, F), the map G 4jPmciOpm given by gi--g(P) is continuous.
Since G can be assumed to act unitarily on all H8 spaces, and since 9jm is the uniform closure of 9jm it will be sufficient to prove (5.5) for P E 5prn Let A be an element of the Lie algebra of G, and let AE, AF denote the first order differential operators defined by the action of A on E, F, respectively. The symbol 6(AE) is given by
where IE is the identity of E, and A(d) is inner product of the cotangent vector e e (TX)x with the tangent vector AX defined by the action of A on X. Hence
and so, by a basic property of pseudo-differential operators,
For A in a bounded neighborhood of zero in the Lie algebra, it follows that we can find constants C8 so that Similar results hold for the closure RPn in each H,-space.
The index of elliptic operators
Let X be a compact manifold, E and F smooth vector bundles over X. We recall that an operator P E m(X; E, F) is said to be elliptic of order m if a(P) is invertible. One can then construct Q E P-m(X; F, E) such that PQ -1 and QP -1 both have smooth kernels (and in particular are compact).
This then leads at once to the basic results on elliptic operators.
(6.1) P has closed range, Ker P and Coker P are finite-dimensional and all distributional solutions of P and its adjoint are Ca, i.e. Ker P = Ker P. and Coker P -Coker P _-Ker P* for all s.
The index of P is defined to be index P = dim Ker P -dim Coker P .
In view of the last part of (6.1) we also have index P = index P8 for all s .
For operators P in SP with invertible symbols, we can, using (5.2), find
F, E) such that QP -1 and PQ -1 are both compact. This implies that P is a Fredholm operator (from H. to Hsm,), i.e., that it has closed range and Ker P, Coker P both have finite dimension. Index P is therefore defined for all elliptic P E W7. By standard properties of Fredholm operators in Hilbert space the index is a continuous (and so locally constant) function, and it is unchanged by addition of compact operators. Together with (5.2), this implies (6. 2) The index depends only on the homotopy class of the symbol in the space of continuous invertible symbols of given order.
In fact the order of an operator is not significant for purposes of the index as is shown by (6.3) If P, Q are elliptic operators in 9-9Pn such that a(P) and a(Q) coincide on the unit sphere bundle of TX (for some metric), then index P = index Q. To prove (6.3), we observe that a(P)/a(Q) is self-adjoint, and so we can find a self-adjoint elliptic R so that a(P) = a(Q)a(R).
This implies that index P = index Q + index R index Q, since index R = 0 for a self-adjoint operator.
Finally let us add two trivial formal properties of the index (6.4) index P D Q = index P + index Q (6.5) index P = 0 if P: 3D(X; E) 9-)(X; F) is induced by a bundle isomorphism E-) F over X.
If Pe cP-(X, E, F) is elliptic, then a(P) defines, as in ? 2, an element of K( TX). Moreover our description of K( TX) in ? 2 by homogeneous complexes (of length one) and the properties (6.2) -(6.5) of the index above show that index P depends only on the class of a(P) in K( TX), and that P * index P induces a homomorphism
Z .
This will be called the analytical index and denoted by a-ind. Note that it does not depend on the integers m, s chosen above. The independence of m follows from (6.3) and the independence of s from the fact that 7Pm-is dense in 0-, that we have regularity (6.1) for elliptic operators in gjd, and that the index is continuous.
Let us now return and consider an elliptic operator p E Pm, so that P8 is a Fredholm operator for all s. Since I(P8) is independent of s, it follows from what has been said above, that index P. is independent of s. But index P. = dim Ker P. -dim Ker PZ.
Since H8 D H8?1 and H.__ c HmS, it follows that index P, is a monotone decreasing function of s, and so can be constant only if Ker P8 and Ker P *_ are independent of s. Hence we have established (6.6) Let P e ?P"m be elliptic, then all distributional solutions of Pu = 0 are Co and the same holds for the adjoint P*.
This result, together with the fact that each P8 has closed range, easily implies that P has closed range; if f is in the closure of the range of PF it is in the closure of the range of PF, and so f = Psg8 for g8 E H,. But (6.6) then implies g8 -g, E Co for all s, t, and so g8 E Co. Thus we can again compute index P, on Coo sections, index Ps = index P = dim Ker P -dim Coker P.
Finally we consider the situation of a group action. If the compact Lie group G acts smoothly on X and on vector bundles over X, and if P E jpam then we saw in ? 5 that we can average over G to obtain Av(P) E 9jpm and that averaging commutes with taking symbols. In particular if a(P) is invariant, then a(AvP) = v(P).
Similar results hold for PE c!8 .
It remains now to show that a G-invariant Fredholm operator P: H-UH', where H and H' are Hilbert spaces acted on by G, has an index in R(G) with the usual properties. The definition of index P is clear, we put index P = [Ker P] -[Coker P] E R(G), which makes sense because Ker P and Coker P are finite-dimensional G-modules. To prove that this is locally constant for the norm topology of P, we proceed as follows.26 Choose V c H to be any G-invariant closed subspace of finite co-dimension with V n Ker P 0 0 (for example V = (Ker P)'), and let F: H/V -H'/P(V) be induced by P. From the exact sequences
we deduce G-isomorphisms Ker P _ Ker P, Coker P _ Coker P. Hence = index P.
Thus index P E R(G) is locally constant.27 If K is compact and G-invariant, the homotopy P + tK with 0 ? t ? 1 then shows that index P = index (P + K).
As has already been indicated in the introduction, our main theorem will be THEOREM (6.7). The analytical index and the topological index coicide as homomorphisms KG(TX) -R(G).
This theorem gives in principle a complete topological answer to the problem of computing the index of G-invariant elliptic operators. Alternative and more explicit methods of computing the topological index will be derived in papers II and III.
In view of the axiomatic characterizations of the topological index given in ? 4 we have only to show that the analytical index verifies the appropriate axioms. The fact that a-ind: KG(TX) > R(G)
is functorial for G-diffeomorphisms of X, and for homomorphisms of groups G G', is immediate from the naturality of the construction. Axiom (Al) is quite trivial for the analytical index. In fact an elliptic operator P on a point is just a G-linear map P: V W of finite-dimensional G-modules, and we have
= index Pe R(G) .
The verification of the remaining axioms will be carried out in ? 8 and ? 9.
Elliptic complexes
In this section we digress briefly to discuss the notion of an elliptic complex. Let X be a compact manifold, Et a sequence of smooth vector bundles over X, and over the cotangent bundle TX is exact outside the zero-section.
In [4] it is shown that28 the homology groups Hi(E) = Ker di/Im di-1 are finite-dimensional, and so the Euler characteristic
is defined. If a compact group G acts on E (commuting with the di), then Hi(E) is a G-module, and we can define X(E) as an element of R(G).
If the complex is of length one, then we have just one elliptic operator do and X(E) becomes just the index of do. Thus an elliptic complex is a natural generalization of a single elliptic operator. Moreover elliptic complexes occur naturally in differential geometry; the two significant examples being the de Rham complex and its complex analogue, the Dolbeault complex. The symbol complex u(E) of E is, in the terminology of ? 2, a compactly supported homogeneous complex over TX, and so it defines an element of K(TX) or of KG(TX) in the group situation. The problem of computing X(E) in terms of the class of u(E) in KG(TX) can be reduced to the problem of the index of a single operator by the following simple device.
Introduce G-invariant metrics in all the bundles and on X so that we obtain adjoints d* for the di. Now consider the single operator where Ai denotes the "laplacian" on 9)(Ei) given by
Now the exactness of the symbol complex u(E) (off the zero-section) implies that u(Ai) = uijua*1 + uita e Hom (u*Ei, u*Ei)
is an isomorphism (off the zero-section). Hence Ai, and so also D, is elliptic. Using the regularity properties of elliptic operators, it then follows, as in the usual Hodge theory, that
where Hi stands for the space of "harmonic" sections of Ei, namely Ker Ai. Hence index D = X(E).
Moreover u(D) and u(E) represent the same class in KG(TX) [1; 2.6.10]. Thus we are reduced to the case of a single operator, and our main theorem (6.7) yields immediately THEOREM (7.1). Let E be a G-invariant elliptic complex over the compact G-manifold X, and let [u(E)] E KG(TX) be the class of the symbol sequence of E. Then the Euler characteristic
is given by
Remark.
[3] was concerned with a general endomorphism T of an elliptic complex (not necessarily arising from a compact group), and the introduction of metrics invariant under T is not in general possible. For this reason complexes are needed essentially in [3] but not here.
The excision and normalization axioms
In this section, we shall show that the analytical index of ? 6 satisfies the excision axiom (Bi) and the normalization axiom (B2") of ? 4.
Consider first the excision (Bi). Thus we suppose that U is an open G-invariant subset of the compact G-manifold X, and we denote by j: U-I X the inclusion. Then j induces j*: KG(TU) -KG(TX) .
Shortly we shall show that any element a E KG(TU) is the symbol class of an elliptic G-invariant operator P which is "equal to the identity" outside a compact set. More precisely, this means that P E 9P0(U; E, F) is G-invariant
are G-bundle isomorphisms outside some compact set L, and for u E 9( U-L;E), we have
For the moment assume we have such an operator P. Then it extends in an obvious fashion to a G-invariant operator j*P on X; we extend E, F trivially to bundles j*E, j*F on X using a and fi, and then extend P outside U by (8.1). Clearly we have
On the other hand, if u E T(X; j*E), (8.1) shows that (j*P) U = 0 suppu U and Pu 0.
Thus Ker P _ Ker j*P, and similarly for the adjoint P*. Hence
This shows that indexxj*P can be computed from the operator P on U, and so does not depend on X. This is axiom (Bi).
It remains now to show how to construct the operator P. As shown in ? 2, we can represent a E KG(TU) as the class of a complex over TU 0 > r*E > OF 0 where E, F are vector bundles on U, a is homogeneous of degree zero and, outside a compact set L1 of U, we have isomorphisms
such that a = w*(flca). Moreover, everything is G-invariant, and we can assume a is smooth. Since the construction of a pseudo-differential operator with given symbol is done locally and then globalized by partitions of unity, it is clear that we can find P1 e 1P(U; E, F) with u(P1) = a, and such that P1 is equal to the identity (or precisely is induced by 8-l1a) outside some (G-invariant) compact L D L1. The required operator P is then the average Av(P1). Strictly speaking we have only shown that averaging preserves the class SPo on compact manifolds. Since U is non-compact, we should either extend the proof to non-compact manifolds (which is not hard), or we can argue as follows. We can certainly form Av(P1) in some weak sense (e.g., using the distribution topology of kernels). On the other hand, because P1 is the identity outside a compact set, it is clear that averaging over G will commute with extension from X to U, that is Av(j*Pl) = j*Av(P,).
Since X is compact, Av (i*P1) e U?(X; j*E, j*F). Hence its restriction to U, namely Av (P1), belongs to PY(U; E, F).
We now verify (B2"). For parts (i) and (ii) we have to consider the de Rham complex of exterior differential forms on the n-sphere for n = 1, 2; the symbol class of this is just the element pn of Axiom (B2"). If we are prepared to use the de Rham theorems, which assert that the cohomology of this complex is naturally isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology groups H2(S", C), then (i) and (ii) of (B2") become obvious. In fact we have Hq(Sn, C) = 0 for 0 < q < n dim H0(S", C) -dim Hn(Sn, C) = 1 .
The connected group SO(2) acts trivially on Hq(S2, C), and so a-ind ps2 = 2 E R(SO(2)), proving (i). On the other hand, the generator of 0(1) changes the orientation of S', and so acts as -1 on H1(S', C) (but trivially on H0(S1, C)). For S2, the de Rham complex has three terms:
Again Ker do consists of constants. Taking adjoints, we see that Coker d' is generated by the volume form in 2'. Since SO(2) acts trivially on both these spaces, it remains to show that there is no contribution from &21, i.e., that dw= 0 w =df W G n2l, f (2 .
Now29 outside the north pole, the Poincare lemma shows that w = dfo, and similarly w = dfo. outside the south pole. Then d(fo -fo) = 0, and so f-fOO = constant. Thus f0 is actually defined everywhere, i.e., f0 E &2'.
We come now to part (iii) of Axiom (B2"). Here the operator whose index we have to compute is not a differential operator, and the whole problem in this case is a matter of sign conventions.30 In fact, if we make use of the multiplicative Axiom (B3") we can compute (a-ind j!(1))2 on SI x SI (or better on S2). Using part (i) of (B2") which we have just verified, one finds (a-ind j!(1))2 = 1, so that a-ind j!(1) = + 1, and the whole problem is to show that, with our choice of sign conventions, we get the plus sign. This we now proceed to do.
Consider first the operator P on the circle SI = R/2wZ defined by Peinx = einx forn > 0 =0 for n <0.
We shall show that P e IP0. Let f E @(R) have support in an interval of length <2w (which we identify with its image in SI). The Fourier coefficients of f(x)eixl aref(n-d).
Hence, in suppf,
As d -00, the sum 0 converges to 0 faster than any power of I, and so do all its derivatives with respect to x and d. When e -+ 00, the sum -I7
has the same properties. Thus P is pseudo-differential of order zero.
as: >00 it follows that P e SP%, and that its symbol a, is given by UP(x1 so) = 1 for > 0 = 0 for < 0 Now define A = eixP + (1 -P). This is then an operator in 9)', and its symbol is given by For a, the compact set is the rectangle 0 < x < w, _ 1, while for j!(1), it is the disc {x + idj < 1. On the rectangle, a is eix on the top and 1 elsewhere, while j!(1) is x + i$ on the unit circle. An elementary homotopy then deforms a into -j!(1) and the verification of Axiom (B2") is then complete.
The multiplicative axiom
In this section, we show that the analytical index satisfies the multiplicative axiom (B3) (and hence also the weaker axiom (B3')). Once this has been done we shall have established all the axioms necessary to apply Theorem (4.6), and deduce that the analytical and topological indices coincide. Thus our main theorem (6.7) will be proved.
We start by recalling the context of axiom (B3). Thus let Y = P x H F be a fibre bundle over a compact manifold X where P X is a principal bundle with compact Lie group H, and F is a compact manifold on which H acts on the left. In addition a second compact Lie group G acts on both P and F commuting with the action of H. Hence G acts on X= P/H and .
What we have to do is to calculate the analytic index of ab in terms of the analytical indices of a and b. For this purpose we must first represent a, b, and ab, by elliptic operators. This we proceed to do rather carefully. Consider first a E KG(TX).
We choose a representative smooth symbol ar of order3' 1 (and G-invariant). Let A, e 9' have symbol ax, but for the moment we do not insist that A, be G-invariant. Now take a covering { Uj} of X with trivializations of P, and hence of Y, over each Uj. Let {q)} be a smooth partition of unity on X for this covering, and consider the operator Ai = PjAlpj on Uj. Let Yj = p 1(Uj) -Uj x F, where p: Y-X is the projection, then the lifted operator Ai on Yj belongs by (5.4) to the class 9P1(Yj). Because of the pj it can also be regarded as an operator on Y, and so it belongs to l'(Y). Now form the average over G A = Av(E A1) E!P(Y) .
Since a(E Ai) = E qla(A) = a, and since taking symbols commutes both with lifting (5.4) and with averaging (5.6), it follows that a(A) -a. Note that because we have chosen invariant metrics everywhere, the lifting r of the symbol a is globally well-defined: if we split the cotangent space of Y into horizontal components d and vertical components A, then Y( ? a(s) (where we identify d with the corresponding vector on the base X).
If we restrict Ai to sections coming from the base, i.e., constant on the fibres of Y, we recover the original operator Ai. Hence the restriction of A to such sections is just the G-invariant elliptic operator A = Av(T Ai) Eci'(X) with symbol a.
We turn next to the element b E KGXH(TF). We choose a G x H-invariant operator B E 9P'(F) with ,8 = a(B) in the class b. Let B1 be the operator on P x F obtained by lifting B. Since it is G x H-invariant, it induces a G-invariant operator B on Y = P x H F. We simply restrict B1 to sections constant along the fibres of P x Fa-Y. Since P is locally a product, it 31 As promised in ? 5 we are only going to apply (5.4) for m = 1. Since the class of a(D) is the product ab, we have therefore established Axiom (B3) for the analytical index. The proof of Theorem (6.7) is thus complete.
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